
1. Introduction
Global warming has been detected during the twentieth century and enhanced since the late 1970s (Tren-
berth et al., 2007). The globally averaged surface air temperature has increased by more than 1°C since 1880. 
(Lenssen et al., 2019) and is expected to rise by 1.4–5.8°C from 1990 to 2100 (Boo et al., 2006). Under global 
warming, extreme heat events have been a great public concern because of their socioeconomic impacts 
(Mukherjee et al., 2020). For example, the extreme 2003 heat wave in Europe (Black et al. 2004; Stéfanon 
et al. 2012), the hot summer of 2010 in Russia (Dole et al., 2011; Matsueda, 2011), and the extreme 2013 heat 
wave in China (Xia et al., 2016) have caused billions of economic losses and abruptly increased heat-related 
morbidity and mortality. Great efforts have been made to understand the future projections of heat events 
at global and regional scales (e.g., Boo et al., 2006; Kunkel et al., 2010). Beniston et al. (2007) found the 
regional surface warming over Europe would cause the frequency, intensity, and duration of heat waves 
to increase therein. Dosio et al. (2018) demonstrated that heat waves are expected to be more severe over 
Africa, South America, and Southeast Asia under a warmer climate.

Most current works focus on extreme dry-bulb temperatures while heat-related mortality rates are sharply 
enhanced under both high temperature and humidity (Conti et al., 2005; Willet & Sherwood, 2012). Hu-
mid and warm conditions can restrain the sweating efficiency of the human body. Accumulation of en-
vironmental and metabolic heat in the body would eventually cause physical disorders and even deaths 

Abstract Based on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 multimodel simulations, 
this paper investigates the future changes in extreme wet-bulb temperatures (TWs) and extreme dry-
bulb temperatures (Ts) globally under both low-emission and high-emission scenarios (Representative 
Concentration Pathways of 4.5 [RCP4.5] and 8.5 [RCP8.5]). Under a warming climate, T and TW exhibit a 
higher absolute increase in their mean values over the mid–high latitudes while they show higher relative 
increases in their mean values and variability over tropics. Humid and dry heat events which consist of 
consecutive extreme TWs and Ts show higher occurrences over tropics, governed by the joint increases 
in mean values and variability of TW and T therein. Humid heat events show intensifications to dry heat 
events with higher frequency, duration, and intensity, driven by the lower variability of TW than T. In 
the mid–high latitudes, heat events will start earlier and last longer in warm season under RCP8.5 than 
RCP4.5, motivating the need for global warming mitigation.

Plain Language Summary The adverse impacts of high temperatures and high humidity on 
health and economics are worse than extreme temperatures alone. Wet-bulb temperature (TW) combining 
temperature (T) and humidity is a useful index for humid heat. We investigate future changes in extreme 
TWs and Ts based on a set of simulations under low-emission and high-emission scenarios. In a warmer 
climate, both extreme TWs and Ts show apparent absolute increases over the mid–high latitudes but 
higher increases in mean values and variability in relative terms over tropics. Governed by the joint 
impacts of mean values and variability of TWs and Ts, humid and dry heat events featuring consecutive 
days of extreme TWs and Ts show higher occurrences in the tropics. Future humid heat events are more 
frequent, intense, and longer lasting than dry heat events as TW is more sensitive to global warming than 
T. Both humid and dry heat events start earlier and last longer under the high-emission than low-emission 
scenario.
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(Budd, 2008; Davis et al., 2016; Hanna & Tait, 2015; Mora et al., 2017). Hence, understanding the future 
projections of humid heat stress involving both humidity and dry-bulb temperatures is of great significance 
for understanding human and ecosystem acclimation in future climate and for policymakers to advance 
climate change adaptations (e.g., Caulfield et al., 2014; Pielke et al., 1998; Zhai et al., 2018).

Among several integral heat indices that consider both humidity and dry-bulb temperature conditions, wet-
bulb temperature (TW) is an effective measure for characterizing extreme humid heat stress. TW is the tem-
perature of adiabatic saturation. TW is lower than the dry-bulb temperatures but will be identical with 100% 
relative humidity. Other integrated heat indices including the wet-bulb globe temperature (WBGT) have 
also been used in recent studies (Fischer & Knutti, 2013). There are two types of WBGT, the indoor WBGT 
and the outdoor WBGT. The indoor WBGT involves the effects of dry-bulb temperature and humidity and 
the outdoor WBGT additionally incorporates the effects of sunlight and wind (Li et al., 2017). WBGT is 
more often used in health-related studies because there are established safety thresholds for WGBT (Willet 
& Sherwood, 2012). However, this variable is difficult to measure. In contrast, TW can be accurately meas-
ured based on thermodynamic principle (Sherwood & Huber, 2010) so it has been widely used in climate 
studies (e.g., Kang & Eltahir, 2018; Raymond et al., 2017; 2020). Most of them focus on individual days of 
high TWs. However, the impacts of temperature extremes on human health relate not only to individual hot 
days but are strongly affected by the persistence and intensity of temperature extremes.

Here, using 18 global climate models (GCMs) from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 
(CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012), we project the future changes of extreme TWs on a global scale under two 
Representative Concentration Pathways of 4.5 (RCP4.5) and 8.5 (RCP8.5), respectively, and compare results 
between the low-emission and high-emission scenarios. Future projections of the frequency, duration, and 
intensity of extreme heat events consisting of several consecutive days of extreme TWs are also examined.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

The calculation of daily maximum wet-bulb temperature (hereafter, referred to as TW) is based on the 
dry-bulb temperature (T, in this case daily maximum air temperature), daily mean specific humidity, and 
surface pressure using the algorithm described in Davies-Jones (2008), implemented in HumanIndexMod 
by Buzan et al (2015), and ported to Matlab by Dr Robert Kopp. The daily data sets are the outputs of his-
torical (Hist, 1981–2005) and future (Fut, 2076–2100) simulations by 18 GCMs from CMIP5 forced by the 
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively (Table S1). The number of models chosen is solely based on data 
availability.

Daily data from NCEP Reanalysis II (NCEP2, Kanamitsu et al., 2002) and ECMWF Re-Analysis Interim 
(ERA-Interim, Dee et al., 2011) are used to validate the historical simulation from 1980 to 2005. The two 
reanalysis data sets are widely used to validate extreme temperatures in CMIP5 simulations (e.g., Dosio 
et al., 2018; Koutroulis et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2014). The reanalysis and GCM data are regridded to 2° 
 2° resolution using linear interpolation to facilitate spatial comparison. The multimodel ensemble mean 
(MME) can effectively suppress internal variability and isolate the effects of global warming as internal 
variability is not synchronous across the individual simulations in the CMIP5 ensemble (Dong et al., 2018; 
Zhao et al., 2014). The MME is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the equally weighted 18 CMIP5 mod-
els, supposing all the models involved are independent though many climate models tend to be correlated 
(Huang et al., 2019)

2.2. Identifications of Extreme Heat Events

We identify extreme heat events based on both daily maximum TW and T at each grid point during 2076–
2100 under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively. Specifically, humid and dry heat events, referred to as HE_TW 
and HE_T, consist of at least three consecutive days of extremely high TWs and Ts above the historical mean 
annual maximum wet-bulb temperatures (TWx) and dry-bulb temperature (Tx), respectively. HE_TW and 
HE_T are characterized by the number (HN), duration (HDU), intensity (HI), and sum of participating days 
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(HF) of heat events. At each grid point over a specific period (e.g., 1 year or the whole analysis period), HN 
is the total number of heat event occurrences (unit: events), HDU is the average duration (unit: days/event), 
HI is the average intensity (unit: event−1), and HF is the total days of heat events (unit: days). These heat 
indices are suffixed by “TW” or “T” (e.g., HN_TW and HN_T) and defined following Wang et al. (2019):
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where N is the total number of heat events during the period; for a specific heat event i based on TW or 
T, its intensity  T Ta / IQRDi

j ij ij   is calculated as the sum of the temperature deviation normalized by 
the local historical interquartile range (IQR). The IQR of TWx or Tx is defined as the difference between 
the 75th and 25th percentile of yearly TWx or Tx during 1981–2005. Tij is daily maximum TW or T for day 
j within the duration Di of the event. Ta is the mean TWx or Tx for 1981–2005. Hence, both the occurrence 
and the intensity of heat events in future are defined with respect to the historical climate. Note that HI is 
an integral index that considers both the temperature anomalies and the duration of heat events. HI uses 
the historical IQR value of annual TWx or Tx to normalize the magnitude of heat events. A heat event with 
HI_TW or HI_T equals to n indicates that its intensity is n times the climatological IQR. Note that HF is also 
an integral index that combines the characteristics of HN and HDU.

2.3. Model Representation of Extreme TWs and Ts Under Historical Climate

The CMIP5 model performance in simulating the historical yearly TWx and Tx is evaluated by compar-
ing the simulations with the reanalysis. Regional analysis is performed for 21 subregions (Figure 1(a)) as 
defined in Giorgi and Francisco (2000). The historical (1981–2005) mean TWx in the MME (Figure S1(a)) 
shows similar spatial pattern with those in ERA-Interim and NCEP2 reanalysis (Figures S1(b) and S1(c)), 
with higher values over the tropics and midlatitudes (except the high-latitude Tibetan Plateau region) rela-
tive to the high latitudes. The spatial correlation coefficient between the historical mean TWx in the MME 
and the mean TWx in ERA-Interim (NCEP2) reanalysis data is 0.68 (0.70), exceeding the 95% confidence 
level. The good model performance in simulating extreme TWs is further supported by the regional mean 
results (Figure S1(d)), with the bias between the MME and ERA-Interim (NCEP) within −1.0°C to 0.5°C 
(−1.1°C to 0.4°C) over all subregions. And the intermodel spread is much lower compared to the ensemble 
mean values over all the subregions (Figure S1(d)), suggesting the low uncertainties across the multimodel 
simulations. The small intermodal spread among the 18 GCMs in simulating the spatial features of TWx is 
further confirmed by Figure S1(e), and the MME performs better than most of the single ones. In addition, 
the MME shows a good spatial representation for Tx (Figure S2). Moreover, the historical mean TWx and Tx 
in model results over subtropics and midlatitudes are supported by the HadISD observation data set (Fig-
ure S3), which is produced by the Met Office Hadley Centers as a rigorously quality control versioned of the 
National Climatic Data Center Integrated Surface Database (Dunn et al., 2012, 2016).

The historical IQR values of yearly TWx and Tx represent the interannual variability of extreme TWs and Ts, 
respectively. Contrary to the spatial pattern of mean values of extreme TWx and Tx, the interannual variabil-
ity of both the annual TWx and Tx is higher over the mid–high latitudes with higher synoptic variability but 
lower over the tropical regions (Figures S4(a) and S4(d)). Moreover, Tx generally shows higher variability 
than TW across the globe under historical climate. Furthermore, the MME satisfactorily reproduces the 
spatial patterns of IQR values of TWx and Tx of the reanalysis (Figures S4(b) and S4(c) and S4(e) and S4(f)), 
with significant spatial correlation coefficients above 0.45.
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3. Results
3.1. Future Changes in Extreme TW and T

Figure 1 illustrates the spatial distributions of future changes in extreme TWs and Ts projected by the MME 
of 18 CMIP5 models under the RCP8.5 scenario by comparing the average yearly TWx and Tx between 
2076–2100 and 1981–2005. The robustness of the multimodel projections is shown in Figure S5. For a com-
prehensive view of the future changes, both the absolute changes in the average TWx and Tx between the 
historical and the future periods (Fut–Hist) and the relative changes of TWx and Tx, defined as the absolute 
changes normalized by the historical IQR values, are examined. Since the relative changes of TWx and 
Tx account for both the historical variability and the absolute future changes, it is more representative of 
the sensitivity of TW and T to climate change (Wang et al., 2019). The average TWx in the MME shows 
robust increases globally under RCP8.5, with larger increases around 3–4°C over the mid–high latitudes 
while changes are smaller in the tropical regions (Figure 1(a)). However, the relative changes of extreme 
TWs show higher magnitudes in the tropical regions between 30°S and 30°N (Figure 1(b)), especially over 
Southeast Asia (SEA subregion), which is partly due to the lower interannual variability of TWs in the trop-
ics (Figure S4). Although both the absolute changes of TWx and Tx show apparent increases globally (Fig-
ure 1(a) and 1(c)), the absolute changes of Tx show greater magnitude over the mid–high latitudes except 
the Greenland while the absolute changes of TWx show higher increases over the North Hemisphere than 
the South Hemisphere, which may be due to the higher decreases in relative humidity over the South Hem-
isphere (Fischer & Knutti, 2013). It is been suggested that the changes of dry-bulb temperature and relative 
humidity during extremely hot days are negatively correlated over most areas of the world in both current 
and future climate (Fischer & Knutti, 2013). Notably the relative changes of Tx (Figure 1(d)) are lower than 
those of TWx (Figure 1(b)) in most regions of the world, indicating that extreme TWs is more sensitive to the 
changing climate and the future changes are more detectable than the extreme Ts. Even though the project-
ed changes in TWx and Tx in MME are robust all over the land regions (Figure S5), their magnitudes differ 
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Figure 1. Future changes in the average annual maximum TW and T (TWx and Tx) in the MME between the RCP8.5 and Hist experiments (RCP85-Hist). 
Absolute changes of average TWx and Tx (a, c; unit: °C). Relative changes of averaged TWx and Tx normalized by the interquartile (IQR) values during the 
historical period (b, d). The 21 subregions are outlined in Figure 1a: AUS, Australia; AMZ, Amazon Basin; SSA, Southern South America; CAM, Central 
America; WNA, Western North America; CNA, Central North America; ENA, Eastern North America; ALA, Alaska; GRL, Greenland; MED, Mediterranean 
Basin; NEU, Northern Europe; WAF, Western Africa; EAF, Eastern Africa; SAF, Southern Africa; SAH, Sahara; SEA, Southeast Asia; EAS, East Asia; SAS, South 
Asia; CAS, Central Asia; TIB, Tibet; NAS, North Asia. MME, multimodel ensemble mean.
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among the 18 GCMs, with relatively higher values in BNU-ESM, CANESM2, GFDL-CM3, IPSL-CM5A-LR, 
and MIROC-ESM than the others (Figures S6 and S7). Compared to the low-emission scenario (RCP4.5, 
shown in Figure S8), both the absolute and relative changes of the average TWx and Tx in RCP8.5 scenario 
show similar spatial pattern but with amplified magnitudes.

3.2. Projected Extreme Heat Events in Future Climate

As both extreme TWs and Ts increase globally, extreme heat events are expected to occur more frequently 
in the future. The projected humid and dry heat indices based on TW and T under RCP8.5 are shown in 
Figure 2. For both humid and dry heat events, all four heat event indices (i.e., HN, HDU, HI, and HF) show 
higher magnitudes over the tropical regions, consistent with previous work (e.g., Matthews, 2018). The hu-
mid heat indices are of higher magnitudes than the dry heat indices in most regions. For example, HN_TW 
are higher than 10 events/year over Amazon Basin, Eastern Africa (AMZ and EAF subregions), but HN_T 
is generally lower than eight events/year over the same regions (Figures 2(a) and 2(e)). Substantial inten-
sification is also seen for HDU_TW, HI_TW, and HF_TW (Figures 2(b)–2(d)) compared to HDU_T, HI_T, 
and HF_T (Figures 2(f)–2(h)). The results suggest that when the effects of moisture are included, humid 
heat events are projected to have longer duration and higher intensity and frequency than dry heat events 
in the future.

Comparing the percentage of areas with different heat index values shows that more areas experience low 
occurrences (two events/year) of dry heat events (HN_T) than humid heat events (HN_TW), but at high 
occurrences of >6 events/year, more areas experience humid heat events than dry heat events (Figure 2(i)). 
Similar differences are also found between humid and dry heat events for the area percentages of HDU_TW 
(HI_TW, HF_TW) and HDU_T (HI_T, HF_T) (Figures 2(j), 2(k), and 2(l)). For example, there are signifi-
cantly more areas with duration >24 days and intensity >32 times the climatological IQR for humid heat 
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Figure 2. Projected heat indices based on TW and T in the MME under the RCP8.5 scenario. The upper and middle rows show the spatial pattern of mean 
HN (events/year), HDU (days/event), HI (event−1), and mean HF (days/year) based on TW (a–d) and T (e–h), respectively. The projected heat indices in MME 
are robust over all the land regions that the intermodel spread is lower than the absolute values of MME. The bottom row (i–l) shows the histograms of area 
percentages for the four heat indices in the MME under the RCP8.5 scenario. Error bars denote one standard deviation of 18 CMIP5 models. MME, multimodel 
ensemble mean.
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events than dry heat events (Figures 2(j) and 2(k)), with the differences residing mostly in the tropics (Fig-
ures 2(b), 2(c), 2(f), and 2(g)). Hence, more areas will experience higher frequency, more intense, longer 
duration, and more total number of days of humid heat events than dry heat events in the future. Moreo-
ver, the spatial patterns of the differences between HN_TW (DU_TW, HI_T, HF_TW) and HN_T (HDU_T, 
HI_T, HF_T) reveal that the intensification of humid heat events relative to dry heat events is more obvious 
in tropical regions (figure not shown). The intensification of humid heat events is also consistent with the 
intrinsic and distinct atmospheric environments during humid and dry heat events, represented as different 
atmospheric moisture content. Extreme Ts is generally convection inhibited with decreased moisture and 
anomalously descending motions while extreme TWs can be convection favored with increased moisture 
and ascending motions (Coffel et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017, 2019). In other words, the increased humidity 
can favor the occurrences of increased TWs (humid heat events) while the convection accompanied with 
humid heat can dampen increases of Ts. The differences in atmospheric moisture content during humid 
and dry heat events are also true in the warmer climate (Figure  S9). The projected mean and extreme 
specific humidity shows notable increases in the future warmer climate, especially over the tropics (Fig-
ure S10), which favors the intensified humid heat events therein. Under the RCP4.5 scenario, both humid 
and dry heat events show spatial patterns comparable to those under RCP8.5, but with lower magnitudes 
(Figure S11).

Previous studies have strengthened the impacts of variability and mean values in temperatures on heat 
waves under global warming (e.g., Perkins, 2015). Here, we use the relative changes in standard deviation 
(SD) of daily TW/T anomalies between historical and future climate to characterize the future changes in 
the variability of TW/T in a warmer climate. Daily TW/T anomaly value represents the deviation from the 
25-year mean of the same date at a particular grid cell in historical (1981–2005) and future (2076–2100). 
To eliminate the regional impacts of background levels of TW/T variability, we analyze changes in SD in 
relative terms (Fut/Hist-1). As shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b), TW and T in summer season show unequal 
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Figure 3. Relative changes in SD of daily TW (a) and T (b) anomalies in summer projected in MME under RCP8.5 scenario. Boreal summer: June, July, and 
August (JJA); austral summer: December, January, and February (DJF). The lower panel shows the scatterplot of annual mean HF_TW (c) and HF_T (d) 
coordinated by relative changes in mean TWx and Tx (x axis) and relative changes in SD of daily TW of T anomalies (y axis) under RCP8.5. Each dot represents 
a particular land grid cell. SD, standard deviation; MME, multimodel ensemble mean.
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changes in SD, with decreases outside the tropics but increases over the tropical regions, and relatively 
higher increases over Amazon Basin (AMZ), Western Africa (WAF), Eastern Africa (EAF), and Southeast-
ern Asia (SEA), consist with previous finding (Bathiany et al., 2018). In fact, changes in SD of daily TW/T 
through the whole year between Hist and Fut show similar spatial features (figures not shown). The scat-
terplots in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show that the changes in HF_TW and HF_T are associated with both the 
changes in mean values and SD of TW and T. It should be noted that, with relative SD lower than around 
10%, the increases of heat events seem to depend only on the increases of the mean values of TW/T (the 
points locate horizontally) while the increases in relative SD accelerate the increasing rate of heat events 
(the points are located more vertical) when relative changes in SD are higher. Therefore, the inequal chang-
es in variability of TW and T amplify the impacts of unequal changes in mean values. In other words, the 
joint impacts of changes in mean value and variability of TW/T are responsible for the unequal increase 
in heat events to mean global warming. Over the tropical regions, both the mean values and variability of 
TW/T show higher increases, thus HF_TW/T over tropical regions increase more than the mean warming 
suggest. It can be concluded that, because of the joint impacts of increases in mean values and variability 
in TW and T, tropics regions are most vulnerable to projected extreme heat events (both humid and dry) 
under global warming.

Lastly, we quantify the impacts of different climate warming levels on heat events. Figure 4 show the sea-
sonal cycle of the occurrence of humid and dry heat events based on TW and T projected by the MME under 
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively. Under RCP4.5, the tropical region as a whole is affected by both 
humid and dry heat events nearly throughout the year but the midlatitude regions experience heat events 
mainly in summer (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). Also, compared to RCP4.5, both the occurrences of humid and 
dry heat events show apparent increases in RCP8.5 (Figures 4(c) and 4(d)). Notably, both humid and dry 
heat events occur earlier in the warm season in the midlatitudes and last longer (from June to Septem-
ber in the Northern Hemisphere and from December to March in the Southern Hemisphere) and affect a 
wider range of latitudes in the tropics in RCP8.5. Such obvious increases in extreme heat events under the 
high-emission scenario would threaten human health of a larger population. It is worthy to mention that, 
the monthly occurrences of humid and dry heat events show similar distributions but with shifts in their av-
erage occurrence month (Figure S12). And we use the deviation of the average occurrence month between 
humid and dry heat events to loosely represent their difference in occurrence time. It is found that dry heat 
events tend to be ahead of humid heat events over nearly all land regions, and such shifts in time are more 
obvious over tropics (up to 1 month). For instance, over SAS, the mean occurrence time of dry heat events 
is more than 1 month ahead of humid heat events (Figure S12r).

4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, future changes in extreme humid and dry heat events consisting of consecutive days of ex-
treme TWs and Ts projected by 18 CMIP5 GCM simulations are investigated globally and regionally. Project-
ed characteristics of humid and dry heat events including their frequency, duration, and intensity are ana-
lyzed. Based on the MME results, humid and dry heat events based on TW and T in the future occur more 
frequently over the tropical regions, with humid heat events intensifying more relative to dry heat events. 
Future heat events and the intensification of humid heat events over dry heat events are larger in the tropics 
because of the joint impacts of changes in mean values and variability of TW and T. Over tropics, both the 
relative changes in mean values and variability of TW/T are higher. Thus, future heat events (both humid 
and dry) will emerge more prominently above the noise over tropical regions. Comparison of the projected 
heat events under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios representing low and high emissions urges more efforts 
on climate change mitigation and adaptation to address the potential human health effect of extreme heat.

Future changes in atmospheric moisture in the warmer climate are important for the intensification of 
humid heat events. It is well accepted that dry heat events are dominated by anomalously high-pressure 
systems, accompanied by the descending motions, reduced moisture, and increased solar radiation (e.g., 
Della-Marta et al., 2007; Freychet et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017, 2018). However, the atmospheric condi-
tions associated with extreme TWs are more complicated. A recent study revealed that, during extreme TWs 
of greater moisture contribution, the large-scale environment favors convection, as indicated by ascend-
ing motions, decreased downward solar radiation as well as increased precipitable water and near surface 
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Figure 4. Monthly variations of the projected zonal mean HN_TW and HN_T in the MME under RCP4.5 (the top row) 
and RCP8.5 (the bottom row). The asterisk indicates the projections in the MME are robust (see caption of Figure S5 for 
the definition of MME robustness). MME, multimodel ensemble mean.
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humidity, while during extreme TWs of greater temperature contribution, the atmospheric conditions are 
similar to extreme Ts (Wang et al., 2019). Moreover, the projected atmospheric moisture content during 
humid heat events is notably higher than that during dry heat events in future (Figure S9), supporting the 
different effects of moisture during humid and dry heat events. Therefore, the enhanced convections associ-
ated with increased humidity and heat over the tropics can favor the occurrences of extreme TWs but damp-
en increases of Ts (Coffel et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). In particular, the regional differences in projected 
specific humidity and temperatures are driven by local dynamic and thermodynamic processes, including 
the relationship between humid heat and convection over tropics, atmospheric water vapor transport and 
the influences of anomalous SSTs. Therefore, more works with high-resolution regional climate model are 
needed to resolve such issues. Understanding the differences among GCMs should be another noteworthy 
issue. Even though the 18 CMIP5 GCMs show great consistency in simulating the spatial features of ex-
treme TWx/Tx, the differences of annual variations of TWx/Tx among GCMs are apparent (Figures S1(f) 
and S2(f)). Among the 18 GCMs, BCC-CSM-1-1, BNU-ESM, MIROC5, MRI-CGCM3, and NORESM1-M 
show relatively lower skills than the others in capturing the annual variability of TWx/Tx. Moreover, the 
differences of projected regional mean HF_TW/HF_T are also notable among GCMs. ACCESS1-0, AC-
CESS1-3, CANEMS2, GFDL-CM3, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and MIROC-ESM generally show higher values than 
the others (Figure S13). The reasons for the differences across different GCMs in simulating extreme TWs/
Ts can be related to some key feedbacks such as those involving clouds and the carbon cycle, which deserves 
further works.

Data Availability Statement
The CMIP5 model results are accessible at https://cerawww.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/cerasearch/
project?acronym=IPCC-AR5_CMIP5
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